
Using the AFIX Data Snapshot Report
Quick Reference Guide

The AFIX Data Snapshot Report displays the number and percentage of patients that 
are up-to-date for their AFIX Assessed immunizations.  The user has the ability to 
review the up-to-date status by viewing the coverage for each individual vaccine and 
separately, the entire 4:3:1:3:3:1:4 series of vaccines.  The report is run separately for 
Childhood and Adolescent Cohorts. Healthy People 2020 goals are available to be 
displayed and are easily compared to current vaccination coverage rates.

Additionally, a Missed Opportunities Report is available on Page 2 that displays the 
missed opportunities for each vaccine along with the missed opportunities for the 
4:3:1:3:3:1:4 series as a whole.

1.
.



To Create AFIX Data Snapshot Report in DelVAX:

1. In the Navigation Panel, Click 
on Reports/Training

2. In the Coverage Statistics 
section, select AFIX Data 
Snapshot Report



3. Verify that your Provider/Clinic is 

selected correctly. 

4. Click the Assessment Type drop-down 
button, and “On-Demand Childhood” 
for the Childhood Cohort or “On-
Demand Adolescent” for the for the 
Adolescent Cohort, as seen on the 
right.

5. The Visit Type will become greyed-out 
and will not be selectable after On-
Demand Childhood” or “On-Demand 
Adolescent” is selected

6. Then click the Create New Snapshot 
Button

*Note: The blue information icon () at the top right-hand corner of the page can be clicked at any time for more information about the fields 
on that particular page.



7. On the Create Snapshot page, select 
“On-Demand Childhood” for the 
Childhood Cohort or “On-Demand 
Adolescent” for the Adolescent 
Cohort, as the assessment type.

8. Current Date is auto-filled into the As 
of Date field, drop-down allows for 
snapshot to be taken based on 
information from 7 or 14 days back.  
Option is for those providers who 
have delays in the population of their 
vaccination information.

The Feedback Date is not required and 
will be set by the AFIX Reviewer at the 
time of a site visit.



9. Hit the Create button, and then 
confirm that the report should be 
created by selecting OK in the pop-up 
window.



10. From the AFIX Data Snapshot Reports 
Page, find the report that corresponds 
to the correct date and use the 
Reports button drop-down option to 
select AFIX PDF Format.



11. An AFIX PDF Options Pop-Up Box opens 
with all the assessed vaccines and the 
4:3:1:3:3:1:4 series pre-checked.  Keeping 
all of these checked will allow the user to 
overview the coverage rates for each 
vaccine, as well as the series as a whole. 

12. Additionally, check the Healthy People 
2020 Targets option to compare the 
provider’s current coverage rate to the 
target goals set.

13. Hit Run Report



This report is the most reflective report to the 
user in preparing for the AFIX visit.  

The upper chart is designed for visual type 
users who respond best to picture 
representations, whereas the lower graph 
tends to appeal to users who are numbers 
oriented.

A patient has to be UTD for the each vaccine 
in the series (with valid doses administered) to 
be counted as Up-to-Date for series. 

Note that the Healthy People 2020 goals are 
the immunization coverage rates that 
providers should be striving to achieve.



Page 2 of the report lists Missed 
Opportunities, both by individual vaccine, and 
once again for the series.  Workflow 
adjustments can be determined by reflecting 
on the results for each individual vaccine.

Individual Missed Opportunity Vaccine Assessments

Series
Assessment for 
Missed 
Opportinities


